
   

 

11-13 November 2020 

Global Digital Conference 

The Financial Timed is going to organize the second edition of The Global Boardroom, taking place in 

a digital format on 11 – 13 November. To follow one of the most important presidential elections in US 

history, the digital conference will feature more than 150 speakers in 50 sessions across three days, 

spanning multiple timezones from Asia through to Latin America. 

 

Register today for free to join this unique digital experience covering a range of pressing topics, 

including: 

 

China after the US Election: Where now for globalism? 

Donald Trump’s “America First” agenda gave China an opportunity to reposition itself as a champion of 

globalisation.  

 How could the outcome of the 2020 US presidential election shape China’s domestic and 

foreign policy? 

 In the aftermath of COVID-19, does China have the capacity to continue its power projection 

around the region, or must it focus instead on domestic economic growth? 

 

India: Can the government execute vital structural reform to rebuild the economy?  

A severe national lockdown, a soaring number of COVID-19 cases, a clash with China at a disputed 

Himalayan border, along with other destabilising factors, have heavily impacted India’s economy. 

 What policy areas should India prioritise in rebuilding the economy? 

 What impact will the tensions with China have on the two countries’ economies, business and 

trade? 

 What are the geopolitical implications? 

http://globalboardroom.ft.com/?reference=CACCI&utm_source=par&utm_medium=CACCI&utm_campaign=2020pftglobalboardroom
http://conferences.ft.com/_act/link.php?mId=R819030829640994518zzzzz6450acfe9a7611933d899baa6dd41c306264a0c02b0db91ac57b570a4acec19508&tId=8196625
http://globalboardroom.ft.com/?reference=CACCI&utm_source=par&utm_medium=CACCI&utm_campaign=2020pftglobalboardroom


 

Investing for Good: Has the pandemic shifted Asian ESG investing further towards social 

impact? 

Large asset owners in Asia, including pension funds and sovereign wealth funds, have started to 

integrate ESG factors into their investment strategies. The COVID-19 pandemic has raised the ‘S’ in 

ESG up the agenda, with investors looking at how companies are treating their employees and 

communities at a time of economic hardship. 

 To what extent will these investors’ changing view of ESG influence Asia’s sustainable and 

impact investing environment? 

Key speakers include: 

 Suyi Kim, Head of Asia Pacific, CPP Investments 

 Laura Cha, Chairman, Hong Kong Exchanges and clearing (HKEK) 

 Ameera Shah, CEO, Metropolis Healthcare 

 Naveen Jindal, Chairman, Jindal Steel & Power 

 Heenam Choi, CEO, Korea Investment Corporation 

 Ajay Bhalla, President, Cyber and Intelligence Solutions, Mastercard 

 

Click here to view the full speakers and latest agenda 

 

>> Register for FREE today 

 

We hope you will be able to join this three-day global conference next month.  
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